
Safira
Thoughtful Design



AERATOR OPTIONS
5 Star - Installed 
3 Star - Supplied in Carton 
5 Star Laminar - Order MK5LF

ENGINEERED FOR DURABILITY
Oras single lever mixer ceramic disc cartridge 
with brass spindle

HIGHER SET SPOUT
Generous clearance - spout to basin

Comfortably fit hands under the spout 
for thorough hand washing

Height is suitable across a range of 
basin specifications

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
For comfort and ease of use 
Enhanced control

ACCESSIBLE 
LEVER OPTION

Safira

Basin 
Mixer

The more
stars the more
water efficient

5.5    litres per
    minute
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The more
stars the more
water efficient

8 litres per
minute
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SOLID METAL HANDLE
Designed for the rigours of daily use

ANGLED SPOUT
Helps avoid direct flow of water 
to the basin waste - to minimise 
contaminated water splashing back 

The more
stars the more
water efficient

5 litres per
minute

WATER RATING
www.waterrating.gov.au



We’ve been listening to the stories of many 

people who are impacted by various dexterity 

challenges and to those who simply want more 

comfort and control when it comes to single lever 

mixers.   These stories became the inspiration for 

the design thinking approach for the Safira mixer 

range.   

It is with this in mind, Enware-Oras have 

designed a feature into the handle that allows 

“The synergy between style and function.”  Enware R & D Manager

The more
stars the more
water efficient

4 litres per
minute
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Second outlet

5 stars
6 litres per minute

(spray tap)

AS/NZS3718
WM 040054

Thoughtful Design

Most people make the mistake of thinking design is 
what it looks like.  People think it’s this veneer – that 
the designers are handed this box and told, “make it 
look good!”.  

That’s not what we think design is.  It’s not just what it looks 
like and feels like.  

Design is how it works.”  Steve Jobs

the thumb to comfortably rest on top with your hand 

underneath to assist with controlling movement and 

adjusting the handle to the right position.

Safira captures contemporary style and quality 

engineering – built for the rigours of daily use and 

diversity of user groups across many industries.

Thoughtful design, the synergy between style and 

function is at the heart of everything we do, now and 

into the future.



Safira

Wall Mixer

48MM IN-WALL 
DEPTH MIXER
Includes screw fixing points 
for an easier and more secure 
installation of the shower body

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
For comfort and ease of use 
Enhanced control

SOLID METAL HANDLE
Designed for the rigours of daily use

90MM WALL PLATE
Ready to install - comes complete 
with wall and body seal



ERGONOMIC DESIGN
Handle designed so it’s easy to reach 
Designed for comfort and ease of use

120 DEGREE SWIVEL
Set a large sweeping motion or 
contain the swivel range to  
40° - 80° to minimise spills  
and splashes

ENGINEERED FOR 
DURABILITY
Oras single lever mixer ceramic 
disc cartridge with brass spindle

INSTALLATION
Suitable for installation into 
benchtops up to 40mm thick

Includes reinforcement plate

Safira

Sink Mixer

The more
stars the more
water efficient

8 litres per
minute

WATER RATING
www.waterrating.gov.au



BASIN MIXER 
with Accessible Handle

BASIN MIXER

SAF606D-YB (Yellow/Blue Indicators) 
SAF606D-RB (Red/Blue Indicators)

SAF607-YB (Yellow/Blue Indicators) 
SAF607-RB (Red/Blue Indicators)

SAF608-YB (Yellow/Blue Indicators) 
SAF608-RB (Red/Blue Indicators)

SAF606-YB (Yellow/Blue Indicators) 
SAF606-RB (Red/Blue Indicators)

WALL MIXERSINK MIXER SHOWER MIXER
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SAFIRA RANGE OPTIONS

QUICK AND EASY
Easy and efficient fixing system makes 
installation a breeze

Simply slide up the fixing nut into position 
and tighten, saving time and cost

High quality SOFTPEX® supply hoses

Oras 3S
Fixing System

www.enware.com.au | 1300 369 273 | info@enware.com.au


